1. ON 15 APRIL 1962 A GROUP OF NEO-COMMUNISTS HAD LUNCH WITH
DR. GUILLERMO ALONSO PUJOL AT VICTOR BORDON'S HOME. THE LUNCHEON
WAS ALSO ATTENDED BY THE TWO SONS OF ALONSO PUJOL, ONE OF WHICH
WAS A PLAYA CIRIO; PRISCIER BEING RANSOMED BY THE FATHER.
DURING THE COURSE OF THE LUNCHEON ALONSO PUJOL ATTACKED
THE "YANQUIS" SAYING THAT THEY WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR EMBROILING
THE BOYS IN THE ABSURD INVASION AT PLAYA CIRIO. HE CONTINUED
BY SAYING THAT HE WAS ANTI-YANKEE AND THEREFORE LIVED IN PANAMA,
AND THAT IN HIS OPINION THE YANKEES WOULD NOT CLOSE AND THE
STORIES OF (TRAINING) CAMPS WERE MERELY A TALL TALE. ALONSO
SECURITY ATTACHED ANTONIO VARONA FOR CRITICIZING THE PURCHASE OF
THE INVADERS.

2. ALONSO'S SON TRIED TO DEFEND VARONA, BUT HIS FATHER SHUT
HIM UP.

3. ALONSO ALSO REPORTED THAT SERGIO CARGO HAD COLLECTED
SUFFICIENT MONEY TO BAIL HIS SON INDEPENDENTLY, AND THAT HIS
SON HAD ALREADY BEEN NOTIFIED.

4. ALONSO PUJOL HAD VISITED PRAGUE, BUT WAS NOT ALLOWED
TO ENTER THE SOVIET UNION AS THE COMMUNISTS ARE AFRAID OF HIM.
FIDEL CASTRO HAS BEEN HEARD TO COMMENT THAT HE IS USING ALONSO
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DIVIDING THE OPPOSITION. A LEADING CUBAN
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL FEELS THAT FOR THE TIME BEING FIDEL IS
ALLOWING HIMSELF TO BE ADVISED BY ALONSO.
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